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Let {f,(t), t E [0, T]} j = 1, 2 be inlinitely divisible processes with distinct 
Poisson components and no Gaussian components. Let X be the set of all 
real-valued functions on [0, T] which are not identically zero, and I be the 
o-ring generated by the cylinder sets of &j(t), j = 1, 2. Let pj be the measure on 
D induced by fj(t). 
Necessary and sufficient conditions on the projective limits of the Levy- 
Khinchine spectral measures of the processes are found to make pLa <pi, 
and a representation for the density dpz/dpl is obtained. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The setting for the problems considered in this paper is the following. 
{&(t>, t E LO, TI) i = L2 are stochastic processes on some probability 
space, X is the set of all real-valued functions on [0, T], 99 the u-ring of 
subsets of X generated by the cylinder sets of the processes, and pt is 
the measure on g induced by &i(t). (Precise definitions will be given in 
a later section.) 
Much effort has been directed toward discovering conditions under which ps 
is absolutely continuous with respect to tar for various types of processes, and 
finding a representation for the density dp.Jdk . 
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Most of the work on the absolute continuity of induced measures and the 
corresponding densities has dealt with specific processes, such as Gaussian 
processes, diffusion processes, homogeneous Markov processes, processes with 
independent increments, etc. (see [5] for a list of references). 
Results in this Paper 
The absolute continuity of measures induced by infinitely divisible processes, 
the subject of this paper, seems to have been studied only by Gikhman and 
Skorokhod [5, lo], who discover sufficient conditions for the absolute continuity 
of the measures, but do not find a representation for the density. 
In [5] they deal with infinitely divisible processes with distinct Poisson com- 
ponents; they find conditions sufficient to obtain absolute continuity of the 
measures, but no representation for the density. Section II of this paper concerns 
the same question; with a substantially different approach, utilizing the results in 
[8], necessary and sufficient conditions for the absolute continuity of the induced 
measures are found, together with a representation for the density, thus finding 
a solution to the above stated problem of Gikhman and Skorokhod. (The suffi- 
cient conditions found here are implied by those in [5].) 
Specifically, the main contribution of this paper is the following result. tl(t) 
and t,(t) are infinitely divisible processes with distinct Poisson components 
(and no Gaussian component), pr and pLz the corresponding induced measures; 
necessary and sufficient conditions are found so that tar < k and a representa- 
tion for the density dpz/dpl is obtained. This solution is presented in Section II 
(Theorems 11.2.1 and 11.2.2). 
II. COMPUTATION OF THE DENSITIES 
11.1. Introduction and Preliminaries 
In this section, necessary and sufficient conditions are derived for the 
equivalence of measures generated on the sample function space by two infinitely 
divisible processes without Gaussian components. (The processes need not 
have independent increments.) Also, an explicit representation of the corre- 
sponding Radon-Nikodym derivative is obtained. 
Densities for the Poisson and Gaussian components, computed separately, 
can be combined to obtain densities of the general process with respect to either 
component. More desirable, of course, is the density of one general process with 
respect to another, and this is not immediately obtainable from the component 
densities. One example is two processes which differ only by a nonrandom term. 
Results concerning the absolute continuity of measures induced by such 
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processes (i.e., finding the admissible translations of the process) shows that 
component densities do not provide the complete solution to the problem (see, 
for example [lo]). 
After introducing definitions and notation, the sample path representation of 
the Poisson component and its characteristic function are computed. The work 
relies on certain properties of infinitely divisible processes derived by Marnyama 
[8], whose notation will generally be used. The proofs employ methods of 
Skorokhod [13, Chap. 4; 12, Chap. 9; and 131, while the properties of the 
Poisson random measure discussed in Kingman [7] will be used without further 
comment. 
Some definitions and notation: 
T = a subset of the real line. 
RT = the set of all real-valued functions on T. 
For A = {tr ,..., tn} any points in T, 
RA = the set of all real-valued functions on X. 
For x E RT and t E T, f(t, x) is the tth component of x; i.e., f(t, x) = x(t). 
X = {x E RT : x(t) # 0 for some t E T). 
For X = {tl ,..., t,J, 
X,, = {x ER” : x(te) # 0 for some K = l,..., RZ}. 
Let rl be the family of all finite subsets X = {tl ,..., t,} of T. For h, p E (1, 
h<pmeansXCp. 
For h < TV, let pAu be the projection of RP onto RA and p,, the projection of R” 
onto RA. 
Let Dhp = p;:X, a set in X,, . 
Define ghrr to be the restriction of pAU to Dnu and gA, similarly. 
X,=(x~X:Ix(t)l >eforeverytET} 
Let f(t) be a real-valued infinitely divisible process on the probability space 
&I, &I, P) with domain T. Then, for every X = (tl ,..., t,,}, (((t,) ,..., ((t,)) is an 
infiniteIy divisible random vector with characteristic function 
where yA is a vector, C, a positive definite matrix, and Q = {QA : h E A} is the 
set of all Poisson component measures of the process. Let a be the a-ring of 
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subsets of X generated by the cylinder sets of r(t); i.e., the a-ring generated 
by sets of sample paths in X of the form 
where X = {tl ,..., tn}, B E 9 and .9 is the Bore1 field on X,, . 
Following the work of Bochner [l], it is shown in [8] that a measure Q on 9 
may be constructed as the projective limit of the compatible collection Q. Thus 
for any set A C RA, 
&(&A) = QnW 
Let (X, 9, Q) be a measure space, where 2g is a u-ring over X, X is not necessarily 
a-finite, and Q has no atoms. (The results of [8, Theor. 5, Prop. 3.11, and of [7] 
imply that Q is a Radon measure and is localizable.) Let V = {A C X : A E ~49 
and Q(A) < co>. Then 92 is a a-ring, and for any A E %?, defining 
%={A~B:BE~}, 
it is clear that Cu is a u-algebra and 2I C %‘. 
Let {n-(A), A E %?} b e a Poisson random measure with structural function Q 
(see [3, 71). That is, 
(1) For each A E V, r(A) is a random variable with Poisson distribution 
and mean En(A) = Q(A). 
(2) If A, ,..., A, are disjoint sets in 9, then n(A,),..., rr(A,) are independent 
random variables. 
(3) For almost all w, rr(*, W) is a measure on K 
For each A E %, define the random variable 
r*(A, w) = n(A, w) - Q(A). 
For almost all W, rr*(., W) is a measure on ‘%, and for any sets B, C E V, 
E+-*(B) n*(C)} = Q(B n C). 
Now let f be any real-valued function on X such that 
(x: f (x) > u} E 93, {x: f(x) < -a} e 23 for any a > 0, 
and (1) 
s 
f “(‘) 
x 1 +fw 
Q(dx) < co. 
It is easily shown that Q{x : 1 f (.x)1 > E} < co, and 
s (z:,,(32),(1) f”@) Q(dx) ==I c0. 
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The sample path representation of the Poisson component is known, (see [3] 
or [8]) and will be merely stated here. 
THEOREM. For any function f  satisfying (I), the stochastic integral (defined 
pointwise as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, which is a random variable by Fubini’s 
theorem), 
lim in prob 
IS (r: If(%) />F) f (*) n(dx) - L: I&!) ,>r) a(f (*)) Q(dxJl (2) El0 
exists, where 
-1 if y<-1 
a(y) = y if -1 <y< 1 
1 if y>l. 
II.2 Solution of the Problem 
Let {&(t), t E [0, T]}, j = 1, 2, be stochastically continuous infinitely divisible 
processes without Gaussian components. Let Qj = {QI\“‘, X E A} j = 1,2 be the 
corresponding systems of measures determining Qr and Qs on a. By Theorem 
5 in [8], Qr and Qs are u-finite. As mentioned in Section 11.1, these measures 
define Poisson random measures Nr and N, on the Q+inite subsets of 9 and 
by (2) the processes have the sample path representation 
.$(t, W) = lim in prob 
El0 I fr: lfkZ)I>d f @, x, N5(dx3 w) 
Let k and t~s be the measures on a induced by these processes. They are 
defined, as usual, on the cylinder sets of X, then extended to all of @; i.e., for 
x = {tl ,...) t,,> and A E gA , 
&g,TS) = P[(tj(tAt-**, 5dtn)) E 4. 
In this section, necessary and sufficient conditions are found in order that 
ps < cr, . Also, an explicit form of the Radon-Nikodym derivative dpz/dpl is 
obtained. First consider the processes 
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and let pi’ be the corresponding induced measures. The problem will be solved 
for P*E first and then the general case is obtained by a suitable limiting procedure 
as E j. 0. It will be shown (Theor. Ifl2.1) that if Qa < Qr and p(x) = (dQa/dQJ(x), 
then pa’ < hE and 
-$$- (flE(*, WI> = exp /lx. log ~(4 %W, w> - Q&C) + QdX,)l. 
(The density p(x) exists because Qr(X,) < co.) 
The idea of the proof is the following. 
(1) If A is any measurable set in X, and 1 is any nonnegative integer, then 
E 
I 
~N~(A)--~I * exp s, log p(x) N&q/ = e-Q@ [Q21p)l” . 
(2) Let {Ak, k = l,..., n> be disjoint sets whose union is X, ; let I1 ,..., I,, 
be any nonnegative integers. Then it is shown that 
= s Ll:N&4j,w)-zj.~-l ,...* n) P(dw). 
(3) This relationship is then shown to hold for any cylinder set in X, , and 
therefore, any measurable set. That is, 
= 
s blJ:E,~(..WkA) 
VW), 
foranyAEaC. 
(4) Denoting the integrand above by &$l;‘(*, o)), it follows that 
Thus p2” < prC and (dpZE/dhf)(x) = h(x). Th is is the content of Theorem 11.2.1. 
Several lemmas needed in the proof are now presented. 
Let A be any set in 9Y6 , and for n = 1, 2 ,..., let (Ajn, j = l,..., n} be a 
collection of disjoint sets such that A = uyC1 A,” and such that AT+’ CA,” 
(i.e., the successive partitions are refinements), and as rz --+ co Q1(Ain) -+ 0. 
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Such partitions are possible since Qr has no atoms. Define the random variables 
where 
YE = ~N~L~)=zI * exp Is, 1% PC4 ww 19 
s(x) = 
I 
“0 
if O<x<l, 
otherwise. 
LEMMA 1. For any positive integer 1, Y,l-+ Yz in probability as n -+ 00. 
Proof. For n 3 I, 
i s(N,(A,“)) = I 
I 
= u [Nl(ATm) = 1, m = I,..., I; Nl(A,“) = 0, 
i=l j,<i,<**4, 
j f il , h ,..., jz,j= I,2 ,..., n], (4) 
which is a collection of disjoint events. Therefore, 
P[I YZ - Y,Z I > O] 
= p[I l[N1(A)-ZI 
- ~U,,<...<,,[N1(A;,)=l’nt=l ,..., Z:N,(A,“k~,5+5~.5~ . . . . . il,i=1,2, . . . . nl 1 = ll t5) 
using (4). Now [Y$ s(A$(@)) = t] C [N,(A) = Z], but the reverse inclusion 
need not hold. So the event in (5) occurs only when the second term is zero 
and the first term is one. That is, when N,(AQ > 2 for some m. Consequently 
(5) becomes 
13, MA,",) > 21 , 
m==l I 
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and this expression tends to zero as Q,(Aj%) -+ 0 (i.e., as n--t CXI). Hence 
Ynz+p Y’as n--t co. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. For any posithe integer 1, E(I Y,11) < co. 
Proof. 
E I Yz’ I = E 
I 
I[N,(A~~)=~.~=~.....zI exp 
= cl E{~[Nl(A,z)=ll I‘&) Nl(A,z)j 
For fixed 1, let {(A,“, , K = l,..., n}, n = 1,2 ,... } be, for each n, a collection of 
disjoint sets such that Ajz = U%, A$ . Since p EI$(X, , Q1), the collection 
may be chosen in such a way that 
Then, from above, 
E 1 Yzz I = h E i 
I 
I [N~(A~~~)--~.N,(A~~)=o,~#~] P(%“> * N&%) 9 
i=l k=l I 
where xkn E Ayk , 
Letting n -+ 0~) on both sides and noting that the left side is independent of n, 
Z n 
= n lim 1 dxk”) ’ E(~[N1(A;)--I.N~(A~~)=o,rfkl WG& 
j-1 n-m 
(6) 
k=l 
Thus 
= P[N,(A,“,) = 1, N,(A,I - ATk) = o] 
= exp{-Q,(A&)} * Q,(A;,) * exp{-Q,(Ajz - Ayk)} = e-4(Ajz’Ql(A~k). 
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Thus, from (6), 
=e -elm ,i jA, p(x)Ql(d~) = emoltA) b Q&%') < OOeQED 
. . . 
LEMMA 3. Yez(w) = Yzz(w) for n > 1, for almost all w. 
Proof. 
V(w) = I(w:~f,,s(~l(~~.,))=~)(~) - exp 
= ~~~~~l~~,.w~-l,i-l.....~~~~~ * exp Is, 1% P(X) wk 411 
= Ii bv,(“,,&11(4 * P(%), where xj E Ajz. (7) 
j=l 
Also, 
For each w, exactly one indicator function is nonzero, 
(8) 
where xjm E AFm, m = l,..., 1. (xj, , m = l,..., Z} are those points in A for which 
N,(-, w) = 1. For every w, exactly 1 such points exist. For fixed w, x1 ,..., x1 in (7) 
and xjl ,..., xjz in (8) represent the same points, namely those for which 
N,(-, CO) = 1. If w E fl:=, [iVI(A,l) = 11, then exactly one term in the sum (8) 
is nonzero. Therefore, 
Yz”(w) = Y,“(w) = l-i P(%), 
j=l 
where the choice of x,‘s depends on w. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. 
E(Yzz) = e-“‘“‘[Q2(A)]‘/l!. 
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Proof. 
* fi E{l~Nl(Ajln)=Ol~- (9) 
m=z+1 
A proof identical to that used in Lemma 2 (with 1 = 1) shows that 
Consequently, (9) becomes 
As n + ~0, mqsrnsn Ql(AYm) -+ 0, so it must now be shown that 
Consider now the expression 
where the xjk’s are any real numbers. By the multinomial theorem, it may also 
be written as a sum of terms of the form 
(Z!/(Vj,! -*a qz!)) x;:, *** x;;z, 
where jl ,..., jz are I distinct subscripts among {1,2 ,..., TZ} and 
Vjl + *** + Vj, = Z. (12) 
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The sum is taken over all jr < j, < . .. < j, , jL = I,..., n and vi1 ,..., v~, assume 
all values which satisfy (12), and yield distinct terms. Thus 
+ [ilxqz=; j,,c 
x’I: a.* x;:t 
. ..<j. Vjl! e-1 Ujz! ’ (13) 
where v denotes the admissible values of Y. vj . The sum Cjl<...<j, xi1 **. xjl 
consists precisely of all terms in (13) for ‘&Gh ;j = ..* = vj ,= 1. Thus the 
difference 
(14) 
contains no such term. Hence (14) becomes 
.z c 
x;; *** x;2’t 
v’ j,<..*<j, 
vjl! . . . vji! ’ 
where for every (vj, ,..., vi,) E v’, some vi, = 0 and some v3,, 2 2. Applying 
this result, (11) simplifies to 
lim [C~=l Q,(‘,“)l’ _ 
n-=0 I I! j,<~, ‘1 
= ;z 1 1 v, , .!. v,,! [Q2(4)1”‘~ ewe [Q2(4)1”‘~, 
V’ j,<...<il 1’ 
where vjr = 0 for some Y, and vj I > 2 for some s 
= 
every n, and this is finite The quantity { } is bounded by [Qa(A)]Z for 
since A C X, . Since Q2 <Qr and limnem Q,(Aym) = 0, it follows that 
lim,,, Q2(ATm) = 0. Then (15) is zero and so (11) holds. Expressions (10) 
and (11) give the desired result. Q.E.D. 
(15) 
THEOREM 11.2.1. Let Qj , iVj , &c(t), and p*‘, (j = 1, 2) be as defined pre- 
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viously. Assume Q2 N Ql and ,o(x) = (dQ,/dQl)(x) for every x E X, . Then 
p2’ - tip, and 
h’ 
dcL1’ (&;‘(-, w>) = =P Is,, log P(X) Wk w) + Q&C) - Q,(X)1 3 
-$$- (&‘2E(*y w)) = exp ] -jx, log ~(4 Wk w) + QdXJ - Qd-K)l . 
Proof. Let A be any set in A9E and {{A,“, j = l,..., n}, 71 = 1, 2 ,... > the 
partitions described previously. Let {Ynz, n = 1,2,...} and Yz be the random 
variables defined in (3). By Lemma 1, Ynz converges in probability to Yl; by 
Lemmas 2 and 3, 1 Ynz 1 < 1 Yz 1 for every n > I and E 1 Ylz 1 < CO. Therefore, 
by the dominated convergence theorem (for convergence in probability), 
II = lim,,, E(Y,I). By Lemma 3, lim,,, E(Y,I) = E( Yzz) and it follows 
from Lemma 4 that 
E(Yg) = e-~l~~) [Qd41” 
Z! 2 
for 1 = 0, 1,2,... Thus 
E I GN~(A)=zI - exp 
[IA log p(x) N,(dx)] 1 = e-‘ltA) raz~)lz 1 = 0, 1, 2,... . 
W-3 
Now let A r ,..., A, be disjoint sets such that X, = uy=, A,. By Eq. (16), for 
1 r ,..., 1, any nonnegative integers, 
= fi e-~l(~,) [Qd41zi 
j-1 lj! 
Therefore, 
CL+) [Qd41z’ e-o~~~i)+os(~j) 
lj! 
= fi E ~~N~LQ=Z,I exp [ jA, log ~(4 Wd4 + Qh%) - Q&%)] 1 (17) 
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which equals the left side of (17) and is therefore equal to (18). Thus it has been 
shown that, for any disjoint sets {AP ,i = l,..., n} whose union is X, , and any 
positive integers (Z, , j = l,..., n}, 
= s kdf&,.&zj.i=1...., d P(dw). 
It will now be shown that, for any A E SYc , 
s bCIY.dokA~ exp [ jxc log ~(4 Wh w> +Q&Q - Q&Q] Ptdw) 
ZZ 
I klJ:f2c(.*WkA~ 
P(dw). (20) 
First suppose A is a cylinder set with base Br x -a* x B, and {& , K = l,..., mj> 
is a partition of Bi . Then 
= fi fi {W: Nl(BjI, 3 W) = Z.j$‘p K = l,*.*, WZj}, 
j=l q-1 
for some nonnegative integers {ZjS’ , q = l,.-2 ,... }. These sets are disjoint, so the 
left side of (20) is 
-5j exp q=l n;,,(W:N1(B~~,W)=z:~),k=l ,..., mg) U log ~(4 Wk w> XC 
+ Q&K) - QzW] P&J) 
and by (19) this is 
= P 6 (j (w: N,(B,~ , w) = zjy, k = l)..., rnj} , 
I j=l 9-l I 
= P 
I 
fi {w: fzc(tj , w) E B,} = P{w: t’;(-, w) E A). 
j-1 I 
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Thus (20) holds for any cylinder set A. The right side of (20) is p{(A); since psC 
is a measure on the field of cylinder sets, so is the left side. Both may be extended 
to the u-field generated by the cylinder sets and will be equal there. Thus (20) 
hoIds for every A E SP6 . Let 
W,‘(-, ~1) = exp [Ixc log ~(4 Wdx, w) + Q&Q - QLO]~ 
Then, from (20), 
kw = 1 ~ E ( ) A) 461,‘(‘, w)) p(dw) = S, h(x) PiCdxh w: I6 .,oJ E 
for any A E g6 . Thus paE < 111’ and 
Interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 in the proof shows that pr’ < pz’ and that 
dp16/dLLzC has the form shown in the statement of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
In the previous development, the measures Qj were concentrated on X, , 
which excluded a neighborhood of the origin. It will now be shown that under 
certain conditions this restriction can be removed. First a lemma will be proved, 
and a theorem which is proved in [13] will be stated. 
LEMMA 5. suppose J~s:~p(z)-1~~112~ (p(x) - l)zQl(W = ~0. Then, for any 
positive integer M, there exists a positive integer k, , and di+joint sets {B, , 
j = 1, 2,..., kM) in X such that 
"c" [Qd&) - QIPW > M 
j=l &I(&) ' 
Proof. The quantity ~~z:lp(z~-r~~rlz)nx, (p(x) - 1)2 Ql(dx) is nondecreasing 
as E 4 0, so cM > 0 may be chosen such that 
I Iz:Ida+-llsthx,, 
(p(x) - 1)2 Q&x) > M + 1. 
Let 
I 
j-l 
Bjk = x: 2k < (P(X) - l)2 < fl n {x: I P(X) - 1 I < $1 n x, , 
for j = 1, 2,..., 2”; k = 1, 2,... . 
Then XCM n {x : 1 p(x) - 1 1 < 4) = u& Bjk, a disjoint union. 
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It follows that 
II x,,nG: Id&11<1/2) b(x) - l)” Q1(dx) \ 
(21) 
By Holder’s inequality, the expression in { } is nonnegative. Thus (21) becomes 
2k 
= !i-fnm & Ql(iijk) I (~(4 - 1J2 Ql'(Bj") - fz f I=1 
(&z> - 1) QI#z)] 2 
(where (BTz , 2 = l,..., n> is a partition of B,“) 
. Q&z> Q&J ) 
(wherex,EBjk,andx,EBik,,Z,r = l,..., n) 
. w%) - 1) - M4 - 1)l + Wz) - lMPW - 1) - k4%) - I>1 
+ 644 - l)kW - 1) - 64~~) - l>D Q@z) Q&k 
By the definition of Bjk, for any points X, y E Bjk, (p(x) - 1) - (p(y) - 1) < 
(j/2k)1/2 - ((j - 1)/2”)‘/” and j p(x) - 1 1 < l/2. The points xi , xc , X, are all 
in Bjk, so the above expression satisfies the inequality 
+ [ (&)l” - (+)liz] 1 Qd@z) Q,P;J 
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(since j1j2 - (j - l)l” < 1) 
Thus an integer K may be chosen such that 
Set KM = 2k and Bj = Bik, j = l,..., kM . 
Then 
{x: I p(x) - 1 I < l/21 n -KM 
and 
E [Q2VV - QdBi)l" ky 
i=l Ql(Bj) = 2 Q&V ___ [s, (~(4 - 1) QddJc)]2 > M Q.E.D. 
Fact 1 [13, Lemma 4, p. 1001. Suppose that a sequence of processes 
(r’(t) converges in probability to f(l)(t) for every t E [to , T] and that the se- 
quence f:‘(t) converges in probability to t@)(t) for every t E [t,, , T]. Suppose 
that the measure VP’ corresponding to the process t:‘(t) and the measure 
pp’ corresponding to the process [F’(t) are absolutely continuous with respect 
to each other. Suppose also that the variables 
log(d~‘/d~~‘)(~~)(t)) and log(d~~‘/d~‘)(E,)(t), 
converge in probability to some particular variables p12 and p2r , respectively. 
Then the measures pr and p2 , corresponding to the processes f(l)(t) and tQ)(t) 
will be absolutely continuous with respect to each other, and 
Pl2 = log(d~l/d~2>(~'"'(t)) and P21 = log(dcL2/dc11)(5'1'(t)). 
THEOREM 11.2.2. Let Q1 and Qa 6e the Poisson measures corresponding to the 
infinitely divisible processes &(t) and t,(t) as defined previously, and let p1 and p2 
be the measures induced on the function space by the processes. If 
6) Qz -QI 
194 
(ii) For 
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and 
then p2 - pl , and 
= s. (r.]p(~)c)-l,<1,2) log f@) Nl*(dx, w) +f(z:,‘(d-l;>l,e) log &) N1(dxt w
+ L,,,,,l<~,2~ [I - ~(4 + log &)I Q&W \ 
+ L: Ids)-11>1/2) El - ~641 Q&W 
(22) log 2 ct2t.y WI> 
ZZ- s (r: ,o(r)--1,<1,2) log 44 N2*(dx, w, - f,: ,o(z)-~,>1,2) log p(x) N2(dxp w) . - I [I - d-4 - log ,441 Q44 G:111kz)-11<1/21 
- 
s (2: lp(&*j>1/2) [l - p(x)1 Qz(dx)l 
where N,*(A) = N&l) - Q&4), j = 1,2. 
Conversely, if p2 - h , then (i) and (ii) hold. 
Proof. By Theorem 11.2.1, 
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+ Jx nkl!:ld2b1lW2~ 
[l - ~(4 + log ~(41 Q&W (23) s . 
+ L r&t! lPw41>1/2~ 
'og ~(4 wdx) + 
(' : 
Ix n(0:,i)(Z)-l,>1,2) [f - d*)l QAW 
c 
If Q&Y) < co, then the results of Theorem 11.2.1 apply with X, replaced by X. 
Then (23) is the same as (22) and the conclusion of Theorem 11.2.2 is immediate. 
Now assume QJX) = 03. It will be shown that each expression in (23) converges 
in probability as E J 0. 
(1) Usingthefactthat]logyj<2jy-l]forJy-1]]11/2, 
and this is finite by hypothesis. Therefore, 
log p(x) EL&~: I p(x) - 1 I < l/2}, Qd 
so the stochastic integral sfz: lp(z)-11~i,2> log p(x) N,*(dx, w) is defined and is the 
limit in probability of 
f X nlr 1d&1l<1/3 log '(') N1*(dx) 
as ~$0. 
e : 
(2) First note that the Poisson random variable 
s x,n~2:l&-11>1/21 log p(x) N1w 
is well defined, since 
Qdk 144 - 1 I > WI) = ~~:,p(21-li>1,2~ Q&W 
<2 s (z:l&-~(>l/$) I p(x) - l IQ1wy 
(24) 
and this is finite by hypothesis. 
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It was assumed that Qr(X) = co. Since Qr({x: 1 p(x) - 1 j > l/2)) < co, this 
set does not contain a neighborhood of the origin; i.e., there exists e,, > 0 such 
that for every E < 6s , Qr((X N X,) n {x: 1 p(x) - 1 / > l/2}} = 0. For a.e. o, 
iV,((X N X,) n {x: 1 p(x) - 1 I > l/2}, w) = 0, so for any 7 > 0 and E < ~a , 
= P 
[IS ~x~x,~r,~z:IP~Z~-ll>1/2~ 
1% P(X) W(d4 / b ?I] = 0. 
Thus (24) converges in probability as E 4 0 to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ log p(x) N,(dx). 
(3) To show that 
1 X,nkz:le(d-llSl/3 U - ~(4 + log ,441 Q&W 
converges as 6 J 0, first note that for I p(x) - 1 1 < l/2, 
I[1 - p(x) + log &)I h&4 < I[1 - P(X) + 1% P(41 I
= (A4 - 1J2 _ w3- 1Y + . . . I) 
2 
< (~(4 - 1)” EWE: IA4 - 1 I G l/2), 81) 
by hypothesis. Consequently, the dominated convergence theorem may be 
applied to obtain 
%T s bx lPw-lls1/2) [1 - ~(4 + log ,441 Ix,(x) Q&W 
= s kz:ld2)-lls1/2) [l - ~(4 + log ,441 QdW 
(4) To show the fourth term in (23) has a limit as E 4 0, let gE(z) = 
(p(x)--l)l,.(x).ThenIg,(x)lQIp(x)- 1 I h h w ic is inL,({x: 1 p(x) - 1 1 > &}, QJ 
by hypothesis. Again by the dominated convergence theorem, 
lim 
~~0 x,n(r:I&+11>l/2} Mx) - l) Q&w = s s (2: 10(z)-11>l/2] Mx) - l) Q1@)* 
Thus, from (23), log(d~2E/d~c) is a sum of four terms: two random variables 
which converge in probability as E 4 0 and two real numbers which converge 
as E 4 0 to finite limits. It follows that log(d~aE/d~E) converges in probability 
as E J 0 to the first expression in (22). Now it will be shown that log(dhE/dp2G) 
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also converges in probability as E 4 0. In the same way that (23) was obtained, 
-log(dh’/dp,‘) may be written 
s x A(0 I&-11<1/2} log p(x) N2*(d*) < : . 
+ J.x nG.,&?!b-1I<1,2~ [1 - ~(4 + log ~(41 Q2(4 6 . 
+ s, nG:,&&-11>1,21 
log ~(4 %(W + 
6 
s, n(5:,P(Z)-l,>1,2) (1 - ~(4) Q2(N 
E 
As before, each term will be shown to converge in probability as E 4 0. Let 
F = {x: 1 p(x) - 1 1 < l/2} and D = {x: / p(x) - 1 I > l/2} 
and this was shown to be finite in 1). Consequently, log p(x) E L,(F, Q2), so the 
stochastic integral 
s log PM N2*+) F 
is defined and is the limit in probability of 
s 1% PC4 N2*w X&F 
as E 4 0. 
(2’) It was shown in (2) that &JO) < co. By hypothesis, 
Consequently, 
QdD) = s, ~(4 Q&W = I, 644 - 1) Q&W + I, QIW 
is finite. Thus the Poisson random variable 
is well defined for every E > 0, and there exists E,, such that for every E < E,, , 
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Qz{(X N X,) n II} = 0. Th ere ore, f for any 7 > 0 and E < q, in the same way 
as was done in (2), 
P 
Thus 
converges in probability as E J. 0 to 
s 1% P(4 ww D 
(3’) First note that for / p(x) - 1 1 ,< l/2, 
I pw - d4 + log d411 G 312 (I 1 - ~(4 + log ~(40~ 
and this was shown to be in L@, QJ. Therefore, 
~0 > s E I ~(4 - ~(4 + log ~(411 Qd4 
= s F I 1 - ~(4 + log ,441 Q&W 
so 1 - p(x) + log p(x) E&(F, Qa). Thus the dominated convergence theorem 
may be applied to obtain 
I r 
;i 1 [1 - p(x) + log 441 Ix, Q&W = s, [1 - ~(4 + log ,441 Q&W 
F 
(4’) It was shown in (2’) that there exists ~a > 0 such that for every E < e. , Q2{(x - X,) n 01 = 0, where D = {x: 1 p(x) - 1 1 > l/2}. It follows that 
Thus, the four terms comprising -log(d~C/d~af) each converge in probability 
as E 4 0 so -log(&E/&aC) does also. The hypotheses of Fact 1 have all been 
shown to hold, so it follows that pa N p1 and ~&+4+4, log (4444 have 
the forms shown in (22). 
The converse of the theorem will be established by verifying (i), (iia), and 
(iib) when t.~a N /.~r . Thus, if 
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Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists a collection A of sample paths in X 
for which QJA) = 0 and 0 < Q,(A) < co. To the infinitely divisible processes 
t,(t), I = 1,2, there corresponds the Poisson random measures N4 , I = 1,2. 
Thus N,(A), I = 1,2 are Poisson random variables, and for almost every w, 
the sample paths &(a, w) are defined. Thus the set 
B = 6 {tz(-, ~1: &(A, w> > O> 
Z-1 
is defined. Since Ql(A) = 0, N,(A, w) = 0 for almost all w. Therefore, 
fl(., W) # B for almost all w and p%(B) = 0. However, Q2(A) > 0, which 
implies that N,(A, W) > 0 on an w-set of positive probability. Thus 
A(B) = P[&(*, w> E Bl > 0. 
This contradicts the fact that b < ~11. Similarly, if tar < p2 , then Q1 < Qa . 
This proves (i). For (iib): If pa <h , then Jtz: lp(z)--11,11/2) I p(x) - 1 I Qr(dx) < co. 
Proof. Let C, = {x: p(x) > 3/2} and C, = {x: 0 < p(x) < l/2}. Then 
C, u C, = {x: 1 p(x) - 1 ] > l/2} = D. It will be shown that Qr(C,) < co. 
Suppose this is not true. Then Qr(C, n X,) + co as E 4 0 and hence 
EN,(C, n X,) = Var Nr(C, n X,) -+ 03 as E 4 0. 
Qr is o-finite so there exist sets (D, , r = 1,2,...) such that C, = ur=, D, and 
Ql(DT) < co for all r. Then 
= 8 SAC>, = ~0. 
Thus Q.JC, n X,) = EN,(C, n X,) = Var N,(C, n X,) + co as E J 0. Using 
the relationship EN,(C, n X,) > Q EN,(C, n X,), 
p[N,(C, n XJ > Q EN2(Cl n K)l 
= p [ 
Nl(Cl n X,) - EN,(C, n XJ > 2 EN,&‘, n 4) - ENIG n X,1 
[Var A$(C, n XJ]li2 [Var Nr(C, n X,)]1/2 1 
< p 
’ [ 
WC1 n XJ - WG n X4 
par A$( C, n X,)] l/2 > WWG n x,)Y2]. 
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By the Chebyshev Inequality, this quantity is less than 
and this tends to zero as E 4 0. Thus 
P[:N,(C, n X,) > f EN,(C, n X,)] - 0 as CJO. (25) 
Similarly, 
I$ p[N,(C, n x,) > 2 EN,(G n -%>I 
= hi P [ 
N2(Cl n &I - EN2(Cl n XJ 
[Var N,(C, n XJ]1/2 
> -$(EN,(Cr n X,))l12]. (26) 
Since N2(C1 n X,) is Poisson with mean Q2(C, n X,) and this mean tends to 
co as E 4 0, it is easily shown that the characteristic function of 
N,(G n XJ - EN,&‘, n X4 
[Var N,(C, n X,)]1’2 
converges as E J 0 to the characteristic function of the standard normal distribu- 
tion. It is known that if a sequence of distribution functions {F,} converges to a 
distribution function F which is continuous, then F, + F uniformly. Under 
these circumstances, if x, + x, then lim,,, F,(x,) = F(x). Applying this to (26), 
it is seen that the left side of the inequality in brackets is a random variable 
tending to the standard normal as E 4 0, while the right side tends to ---co. 
Consequently, 
log P[N,(C, n X,) > 2 EN,(C, n X,)] = 1. (27) 
It will now be shown that (25) and (27) contradict the fact that p2 < pr . Let 
7 > 0 be arbitrarily chosen. Then there exists co > 0 such that if E < E,, , 
and 
pPWl n W > (3/4) EN2G n X,)1 -C 7, 
Let 
pP2(Cl n XJ > (3/4) EN2(Cl n Xc)1 > 1 - 7. 
B = 6 -X1(-, 4: Nz(Cl n X3 4 > 2Q2(CI n X,)1. 
Z=l 
Then h(B) = P[.$,(*, w) E B] < 7, while p2(B) = P[S2(*, w) E Bl > 1 - rl. 
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This cannot happen for every r] > 0 if p2 < p1 . The contradiction resulted 
from the assumption that Qr(C,) = co. It therefore follows that Qr(C,) < co. 
It will now be shown that Ql(C2) < co. As before, suppose this is not the case. 
Two situations must be considered. 
(4 If &2(G) = 00, proceed as before to reach a contradiction and thus 
obtain the desired result. 
@I If QdG) -=c co, proceed as follows: It is assumed that Qr(C,) = co, 
so as before, the distribution function of 
converges to the standard normal. Also, 
P[N,(C, n x6) > Q EN,(C, n &)I 
=P[ WC2 n -&I - ENl(C2 n XJ 
[Var &(C, n Xc)]1/2 > -$(EN,(C, n xE))l/2] - 1 
(28) 
as E 4 0. 
Since Q2(C2) < co, the random variable N2(C2) is defined. Therefore, 
P[N,(c, n x,) > B EN&, n &)I < W2(C2) > 4 ENG A WI 
Qz(C2) = 
$Qr(C2 n -%I 
by the Markov Inequality. Since it was assumed that Qr(C,) = co, this quantity 
tends to zero as E J 0. Thus 
liiy P[N,(C, n XJ > 4 EN,(C, n X,)] = 0. (29) 
Equations (28) and (29) together contradict the assumption p2 < h . It follows 
that QdC2) < ~0, so QlP) = QdG) + QJC2) -=z 00. 
It will now be shown that Q2(D) < co. Suppose this is not the case. Then 
Q2(D n X,) = EN,(D n X,) = Var N,(D n X,) + co as E 4 0. 
Since QJD) < co, the Markov inequality may be applied to obtain 
as E J, 0. 
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Equation (27) holds as stated with C, replaced by D. Thus 
1:$-r P[N,(D n X6) > f EN,(D n X,)] = 0, 
and 
lii P[N,(D n X,) > 8 EN,(D n X6)] = 1. 
As shown previously, this contradicts the assumption that ,ua < /+. 
Consequently, 
and it follows that 
Qs@) = QdCJ + QdG) < *s
and this proves (iib). 
(iii) Now it will be shown that if pz < pr, then 
I &: I&&ll(l/2} w4 - l)” Q1w < O3 
which will establish (iia). Suppose not. Then 
and by Lemma 5, for any positive integer M, there exists a positive integer k, 
and disjoint sets {Bi ,j = l,..., KM} in {x: 1 p(x) - 1 1 < l/2} such that 
Since Bi C {x: 1 p(x) - 1 I < l/2), it follows that 
;< Q,(Bd < 3 WA 2, i = 1,;..>kv. (30) 
Let a, = (Q,(B,) - Ql(Bj))/Q1(Bj) and define the random variables 
BrM = Cj”=M1 u,N,(Bj), I = 1, 2. Then E(dIM) = Cfz u,Ql(Bj), 
IcM 1Q2W - QGVI" E(B,M - ely = c 
+=l QdBJ ’ (31) 
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and 
E(elM)2 = c c u8@(Nl(B5) %@k)) 
j-1 k-l 
From (31) and (32) it follows that 
E(e2M - 19,~) = Var OIM. 
By the Chebyshev inequality, 
P[I e,M - Eep [ 2 g Var e,M] < 
Var e,M 
&par e,My ’ 
so 
PO elM - EelM I < g Var e,y 3 1 - var4e M 
1 
>I-$ 
using Eq. (32) and Lemma 5. 
Also, 
P[j e,M - E&M 1 < 4 Var ey-j 
= P[-4 Var ep - E(e,M - e,M) < e2M - EB,M 
< Q Var e,M - E(e2M - e,q 
= P[-g Var e,M < e2M - Eep < -4 var e,y, by (33) 
< P[I e2M - Ee2M 1 > g Var e,M] 
< 4 Var e2M 
’ [Var elq2 
by the Chebyshev inequality. 
From (30) and a computation similar to that used to obtain (32), 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
Var B2M = 2 utQ2(B,) < 4 y uj2Q1(Bj) = Q Var e,M. 
j-1 f-1 
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Therefore, from (35), 
w BzM - EBIM I < + Var Or”] < Var68 M < & , by Lemma 5. (36) 
1 
It will now be shown that the inequalities (34) and (36) contradict the assumption 
P2<t+* 
Any sample function in X, has the form 
where Y is Poisson with mean Q(X,) and N(&) is Poisson with mean Q(&), 
and xk E Bk . (This representation results from the fact that 8(X,) < oo. It 
follows that for almost all W, J/(X,, w) is a nonnegative integer Y(W). Since 
N(*, U) is a measure on 9C , it must be concentrated on a finite number of points 
{xk , k = 1, 2 ,..., Y(w)}. Hence the integral representation of &t, w) reduces 
to the above sum.) 
Let A C X be the set of all sample functions &(., W) for which 
-4 Var OIM + EOIM < p @Vl(Bj , OJ) < Q Var O,M + EOIM, I= 1,2. 
+1 
Then 
P2W = P[&(*, w) E A] = P[J BsM - E&M 1 > 4 Var Br”] > 1 - t , 
and 
h(A) = P[&(*, w) E A] = P[( OrM - EBIM 1 > 4 Var O,M] -C $ . 
These relationships hold for any positive integer M; this cannot happen if 
I-+ < p1 - Thus the =sumption that .f(%: tpwl~~1~2~ (P(X) - 1)2Ql(dx) = 00 
leads to a contradiction; hence it must be finite. This completes the proof of 
the converse, so the theorem is now completely proved. 
11.3. Extensions 
These results seem to admit extensions to infinitely divisible processes taking 
values in multidimensional Euclidean space or a general Hilbert space. 
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